Chevy silverado fuel pump fuse

Pulled tank and tested fuel pump by hooking sending unit straight to battery works fine. Will not
work when it is plugged into regular wires. Traced wires did not see any breaks or bad spots.
Replaced relay and fuel pump fuse. Also the ignition was replaced about 4 months ago. It died a
couple of days ago and I checked to see if it was getting fuel but wasnt sprayed starting fluid in
th throttle body and it would star but die of course. I also checked the pump before I pulled tank
by runnig a wire from battery to the aldl g wire and nothing happened the book said pump was
bad. Please help dont know what else to do! Do you. So no fuel sprays from the injectors when
its turning over. Do you hear the electric pump turning for approx. Reason I ask is the problem
may be fuel pump related or fuel injector related. Trying to isolate your problem. Reading your
issue again, it sounds like the pump isnt working, but I would need verification of my initial
question. If the pump is not turning on, you could get a test light and find the fuel pump relay
which is located on the firewall behind a black plastic cover on the passenger side under the
hood. Find the gray wire and backprobe it while someone turns on the key. This wire goes
directly to the fuel pump. Here is a guide to help check the fuse and the relay with the location
of the fuse and relay in the diagrams below. Please run this test and get back to us. Image Click
to enlarge. Was this answer. There is no power going to fuel pump through harness relay is new
could the oil pressure switch be the problem, or maybe even ecm? I was told that it may be a
wire from the battery or maybe even the starter is this true? I need to get this thing on the road
to soon. Please help Was this answer. So I bought a new one and changed it out. Before I bolted
my tank back up I turned my truck to the run position and waited till I could hear it. Once I heard
it I shut it back off and bolted the tank back in. Then once I tried it again its not workin. Why is
this? Check the wiring near the pump. Check the connectors between wiring harness and pump.
Check for bad grounds. Hi, I was wondering where the fuse, if there is a fuse, for the fuel pump
would be located on this vehicle. Could it be a fuseable link? I reclaced the fuel pump relay
today because it cost less than ten dollars and that didn't fix anything. I didn't think that was the
problem since both parts ohmed basically the same. I know that the fuel pump runs because I
hard wired it to find out. My brother replaced it a while back because he thought that it was the
problem. He also cut two of the wires that run to the fuel pump and spliced them. He claims that
they were bare from rubbing the frame and shorted out. I replaced what he had spliced in with
the correct gauge wire and tucked them in their cover to make sure that they can't rub through
again. Anyway, because of what he has told me I would guess that the pump was fine all along
and that something else, say a fuse, gave out. Anything that you could suggest or tell me would
be greatly appreciated. Note: Someone at a local parts store said that it could just have a relay
and not a fuse. Is that true? Thanks Was this answer. Check out the fuel pump oil pressure
switch, if it fails then fuel pump will not get power. It is found on teh rear of the engine block
near the distributor 4. If you're referring to the oil pressure sending unit, it will be screwed in
next to the oil filter or right above it on the top of the engine where there's an internal oil
passage. Hi, I have a gmc 4x4 fuel injected I have spark and the fuses are all good it has two
tanks it will not pump fuel and it has k on it I know right low k but it sat four 5 years I am 44 and I
have bin doing cars since I was 14 and ya I don't know, the pump fuel and its bin siting for 5
years and someone stole the alternator I put a new one on can a guy hot wire the fuel pump to
see if works, please help. You can bypass the relay or remove the cover of the relay and
connect the points. It should fire up. After 5 years, it may be good maintenance to replace it.
Roy Was this answer. Driving down the road it started sputtering then died. Fuel pump relay
good. Fuel pump runs when jumpered. Fuses are good. Something is not letting fuel pump to
run. Is it the oil pressure switch? Can it be reset? Turn the key On-Do you hear the fuel pump
come On? If so check the fuel pressure if its within specs and then comeback with the
readings-we start here- Was this answer. If the fuel pump relay is good then check the computer
controlled of the fuel pump relay circuit, computer might not be grounding the relay if the fuel
pump is not being activated-the oil pressure switch powers the pump after the engine starts
Was this answer. Hello I replaced my fuel pump and it works, but im still not getting fuel to my
motor. Could it be that my fuel filter is clogged? It could be, normally when you replace a pump
you do the filter at the same time. The wires in the tank to the pump are very fragile and they
may be broken too, if you get the filter off, turn the key on for a brief second an dput the fuel in a
jar if it comes out. My chevy k wont start. Like its not getting fuel replaced the fuel pump but still
nothing. Could it be one of the 2 injectors? Can you see an injector spary pattern, engine
cranking? Use a gage and check fuel pressure. Did you check for voltage and ground at the fuel
pump connector, engine cranking? Please login or register to post a reply. The Pressure Is
Around 50 Psi It Was Replaced Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Yes it is in the
underhood power center,here diagram click to up size,marked fuel pump. Nilantha answered 4
years ago. GuruBX5CL answered 2 years ago. GuruLSW2B answered about a year ago. My
chevy wont accelerate when i push the gas but will drive when when i shift dwn into 1st n 2nd

gear? GM71 answered about a year ago. The fuel pump relay has no relay. Only a yellow 20 amp
fuse for the pump. It may be marked under the plastic cover but not present. The control module
under the truck box took the place of the fuel pump relay or fuel pump regulator. Thick bolted
up under the box. Remove spare tire to get to it. Remember: There is nothing in the fuse box
marked [Fuel Pump] location. Because you have a ECM electronic control module. You only
have a yellow 20 Amp fuse in the upper far right corner of the fuse box panel under the hood.
Extra tip: replace your oil pressure switch. It way in the back of the motor. Gary answered 9
months ago. Guru7Z9YS answered 8 months ago. Had any one tried fuel system cleaner to free
up the check valve? When it faces down hill it starts good but all the fuel go's back to the tank
facing up hill. I looked for fuse and relay for my fuel pump and they are not in fuse box under
the hood. Is it possible they are located somewhere else. The truck won't start this morning and
has worked fine up un Is the engine suppose to start and run with the fuel pump relay removed?
I have a gmc sierra I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful.
Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new GMC Sierra
question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. This
page is for personal, non-commercial use. The fuel pump relay is an electronic component that
is found on virtually all vehicles equipped with an internal combustion engine. It is often found
in the fuse box located in the engine bay and functions as the primary electronic switch that
controls power to the fuel pump. The fuel pump relay is usually controlled by the ignition or
powertrain control module, and when switched on, will provide current to the fuel pump so that
it may function. As the fuel pump relay controls power to the fuel pump, any faults with it can
cause issues with the fuel pump, which can cause drivability problems for the vehicle. Usually a
bad or failing fuel pump relay will produce a few symptoms that can alert the driver of the
issues. One of the first symptoms of an issue with the fuel pump relay is an engine that
suddenly stalls. If the fuel pump relay has an issue while the vehicle is operating it will cut off
power to the fuel pump, which will cause the engine to stall. A faulty relay may allow the vehicle
to be restarted a short while later, while a completely failed relay will not. Another symptom of a
faulty fuel pump relay is an engine that does not start. If the fuel pump relay fails the fuel pump
will be left without power. The engine may still crank when the key is turned, however it will not
be able to start due to lack of fuel. This symptom can also be caused by a wide variety of other
issues, so having the vehicle properly diagnosed is highly recommended. Another symptom
that may hint at an issue with the fuel pump relay is no noise from the fuel pump when the key
is switched on. Most fuel pumps will produce a low volume hum or whine which can be heard
from inside the vehicle if listened for closely, or from the outside of the vehicle, near the fuel
tank. If the fuel pump relay fails, it will cut off power to the fuel pump, which will render it
inoperable, and therefore silent when the ignition is on. While the fuel pump relay is a very
simple component, it plays a very important role in the proper operation of the vehicle. If your
vehicle is displaying any of the symptoms above, or you suspect that your fuel pump relay is
having an issue, have the vehicle inspected by a professional technician to determine if the
component should be replaced. This article originally appeared on YourMechanic. Autoblog is
partnering with YourMechanic to bring many of the repair and maintenance services you need
right to you. Get service at your home or office 7 days a week with fair and transparent pricing.
We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the
lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is
good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great
content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Here are the symptoms of a bad or
failing fuel pump relay Check this out if you think you're having fuel pump relay issues. Share 0
Comments. Engine stalls One of the first symptoms of an issue with the fuel pump relay is an
engine that suddenly stalls. Engine does not start Another symptom of a faulty fuel pump relay
is an engine that does not start. No noise from the fuel pump Another symptom that may hint at
an issue with the fuel pump relay is no noise from the fuel pump when the key is switched on.
Looking for an OBD2 code reader to diagnose your check engine light? Check out dozens of
great OBD2 scanners here Buy Now Autoblog may receive a share from purchases made via
links on this page. Pricing and availability is subject to change. Auto Repair Maintenance
Ownership. Sign in to post. X Sign in to post Please sign in to leave a comment. View More.
Thank You Thanks for subscribing. Check your in-box to get started. Sign Up More Info. We
notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to
disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop

down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ
depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were
viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes
a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled
to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in
your browser. Please enter a display name. Cancel Change Name. My Chevy just stopped
running while I was driving. Mechanic replaced fuel pump fuse, said I'll need a new fuel pump.
Drove the truck and it stopped running again. Different mechanic, say file pump is working fine
and he can't solve the issue. I don't speak mechanic language - yet. Dannyl answered 5 years
ago. Fuel pump connector issue caused troubles with last one I had. We had a few issues but
the connector repeated. You could inspect each connection from the fuse to the pump to see
how yours is failing, if it is working hard to try and pump dirt, you have the best luck cleaning
the tank, replacing the pump filter. Clean and test the pump. The amps flowing is what melts the
fuse, but that is not to say there is no chance of a chafed wire. Try a schematic diagram, note
each connector, find it, inspect and expose it to views and testing, then run the circuit and
search. Time consuming and not a definite call, so your mech
2007 chevy malibu oil pressure sensor location
reese pilot brake controller wiring diagram
94 oldsmobile achieva
anic cannot give a satisfactory answer without either taking it apart, tearing down the tank or
going for the pump and its filter as well as the system filter. Relays for fuel pumps can cause
issues as well. Different mechanic, say file Replaced all bulbs, and the fuse keeps blowing. No
tail light, back up light or blinker. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Fuel
Pump Fuse blows. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Chevrolet Silverado question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a
simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Chevrolet Silverado Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale.

